Martinez wins Google Award

ECE Professor Aleix Martinez recently won the Google Faculty Research Award for his work making learning American Sign Language more accessible. His research project, “An Online Tutor to Learn American Sign Language,” helps solve the lack of feedback and interaction between students and teachers as they figure out the many different hand motions. To learn more about the software Martinez developed and how it works, click here: http://go.osu.edu/am-google

Classes resume

The past week was a busy one behind the scenes at ECE, with classes starting up. Check out a short video showing the changes around Dreese Lab.

Video link: http://go.osu.edu/firstday-ece

Library resources seminar

ECE students who missed the Library Resources session last week, Belinda Hurley gives her top three points of info. Story: http://go.osu.edu/hurley

ECE Undergrad Convocation

ECE academic advisors Alissa Kasmer and Krista Trigg met with a good group of undergrads last week over at Jennings Hall for a convocation warmup. Pictures: http://go.osu.edu/convo-pics Video: http://go.osu.edu/convo-video

VBB-3 hits record speed

Despite some rough weather-related terrain at the Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah, Ohio State’s Venturi Buckeye Bullet 3 team and ECE students break their own record. Story: http://go.osu.edu/vbb3

August Meetup popular

The Aug. 27th installment of the growing Meetup alumni social and technical event series drew a crowd of 30-40 people for a behind-the-scenes look at Nikola Labs and IKOVE innovations. Check out some pictures from the evening here: http://go.osu.edu/px
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ECE’s Siddharth Rajan presents his UV disinfection lighting technology at the upcoming 2015 Health Sciences Technology Showcase. Click the link for details: http://go.osu.edu/tco

ECE student Chris Leight weighs in on Ohio State’s new bike-share system via The Lantern. How many bikes have you guys had stolen from you over the years? My time in school cost me four bikes. Once, I took the wheels off one, chained the pieces all together to a chair in the basement of the house I lived at. In the morning, I found the chair smashed and the bike gone. Sheesh.

Article: http://go.osu.edu/bike